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INVARIANT HYPERSURFACES OF A

MANIFOLD WITH (f, g, u, v, ^-STRUCTURE

BY KENTARO YANO AND MASAFUMI OKUMURA

Introduction.

We have studied in [2] a differentiable manifold with (/, £7, F, uy v, Λ)-structure,
that is, a differentiable manifold with tensor field / of type (1, 1), two vector fields
U and Fr two 1-forms u and v and a function λ satisfying

fzX= -X+ u(X) U+ v(X) V,

u(fX) = +λv(X), fU= -λV,

v(fX)= -λu(X)y

for any vector field X.
An (/, U, V, u, v, Λ)-structure is said to be normal if it satisfies

N(X, Y)+du(Xt Y)U+dv(X, F)F=0,

where N(X, Y) is the Nijenhuis tensor of / defined by

N(X, Y)=[fX,fY]-f[fX, Y]-f[X,fY}+f*lX, Y]

for any vector fields X and Y.
If there exists a positive definite Riemannian metric g such that

g(fX,fY)=g(X,Y)-u(X)u(Y)-v(X)v(Y\

g(U,X)=u(X),

for any vector fields X and F, then we call the structure an (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure.
In this case

, Y)=g(fX, F)
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is a 2-form.

A submanifold of codimension 2 of an almost Hermitian manifold admits an
(/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure and a hypersurface of an almost contact metric manifold
admits the same kind of the structure.

In [2], we have proved

THEOREM A. Let M be a complete manifold with normal (f, g, u, v, ^-structure
satisfying

du = φω, dv=ω,

φ being a function. If λ(l—λ2) is almost everywhere non-zero, then the manifold M
is isometric with a sphere.

In [3], we have also studied normal (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structures on submanifolds of
codimension 2 in a Euclidean space and proved

THEOREM B. Let a complete differentiate submanifold M of codimension 2
of an even-dimensional Euclidean space be such that the connection induced in the
normal bundle of M has zero curvature. If the (/, g, u, v, ^-structure induced on
M is normal, then M is a sphere, a plane, or a product of a sphere and a plane.

The main purpose of the present paper is to study invariant hypersurfaces of
a manifold with (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure. A hypersurface is said to be invariant if
the tangent hyperplane is invariant by the action of /.

After stating some preliminaries in §1, we study in §2 general hypersurfaces
of a manifold with (/, g, u, v, ^-structure and obtain some general formulas valid
for these general hypersurfaces.

In §3, we specialize these general formulas and obtain formulas valid for
invariant hypersurfaces. We prove that an invariant hypersurface of a manifold
with (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure admits an almost contact metric structure.

In § 4, we study invariant hypersurfaces of M with normal (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure
and prove that an invariant hypersurface of a manifold with normal (/, g, u, v, λ)-
structure satisfying dv=ω is a Sasakian manifold.

§ 1. The (f, g, u, v, Λ)-structure.

Let M be a (2^+2)-dimensional differentiable manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {U; xh], where here and throughout the paper the indices
h, i,j, k, -" run over the range 1, 2, •••, 2w+2. Let there be given in M a tensor
field / of type (1,1), a Riemannian metric g, two 1-forms u and v and a function
λ, satisfying
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= Qji

(1)

where

uh=Uigίh and vh=Vigih,

gίh being contravariant components of the metric tensor. We can easily prove that

fjί=fjtQti

is a skew-symmetric tensor.
The set (/, g, u, v, λ) satisfying (1) is called an (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure on M. An

M with (/, gr, u, v> ^-structure is orientable.
A typical example of an M with (/, gr, u, v, Λ)-structιιre is an even dimensional

sphere in a Euclidean space.
The (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure is said to be normal if it satisfies

( 2 ) Sjih=Nj

where

is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with f%

h and P3 denotes the operator of covariant
differentiation with respect to the Christoffel symbols {/<} formed with g^.

In [2], we have proved

THEOREM C. Let M be a manifold with normal (/, gr, u, v, λ)-structure satisfying

(3) P/Vi-Pfflj=2fjt,

then we have

( 4 ) //P*/«-/t%/tf=«/Fi«/0-^

§ 2 Hypersurf aces of M with (f, g, u, v, /t)-structure.

We consider a (2^+l)-dimensional differentiable manifold V covered by a
system of coordinate neighborhoods {£/'; ya} where here and in the sequel the indices
a, b, c, d, e run over the range 1, 2, •••, 2^-hl. We assume that the manifold V is
immersed in M by the immersion i : V-^M as a hypersurf ace i( F) of M and that
the equation of i( V) of M are
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χh=χh(ya\

If we put

Ba

h = daXh (da = d/dya\

the Riemannian metric induced on i( V) from that of M is given by

We denote by Nh the unit normal to /( V) such that the vectors Bιh, B2

h,
•••, B2n+ιh, Nh form the positive orientation of Mand by Vc the operator of co variant
differentiation with respect to the Christoffel symbols {Λ} formed with gcb. Then
we have equations of Gauss

PcBb

h=hcbN
h,

where

is the so-called van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant derivative of Bb

h and hCb is
the second fundamental tensor and equation of Weingarten

where

hc

a=hcbg
ba,

gba being contravariant components of the induced Riemannian metric tensor.
Now the transform fϊ

hBb

i of Bb

l by fl

h and the transform fl

hNi of N* by /t

Λ

are respectively given by

(5)

where φb

a is a tensor field of type (1, 1) and wb is a 1-form in F, and

(6) t»'Ni=t-wa'Bah,

where

wa=wt,gba.

The vector fields uh and vh are respectively written as

(7) ufl=Bahua+aNh

and

(8) vh=Ba

hva+βNh

along i( F), where ^α and va are vector fields of F and α and /3 are functions of F.
Now applying the operator fh

k to both members of (5), we find
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( - δki + UiUk + ViVk)Bb

l = φb

c(φc

aBa

h + WcN
h)-WbW

aBa

h,

from which

- Bb

k + Ub(Ba

kUa + a Nk) + Vb(Ba

kVa + βNk) = φ^φfBc? + WcN
k) - WbW

aBa

k,

by virtue of (7) and (8) and consequently, comparing the tangential part and the
normal part of both members, we find

( 9 ) φb

cφc

a= -

and

(10) aub + βvb = φb

cwc.

Applying the operator fh

k to both members of (6), we find

from which

- N k + a(Ba

kua + aNk) + β(Ba

kva + βNk) = - wc(φc

aBa

k + wcN
k)

by virtue of (7) and (8) and consequently

(11) aua+βva=-φc

awc

and

(12) a2+β2=l-wctv
c.

Applying the operator fh

k to both members of (7), we find

-λvk=(φa

cBc

k+waN
k)ua-awcBc

k,

from which

- λ( Bkυc + βNk) = (φa

cBc

k + waN
k)ua - awcBc

k

by virtue of (8), and consequently

(13) -λva=φc

auc-awa

and

(14) -λβ = WaUa.

Applying also the operator fh

k to both members of (8), we find

2uk = (φa

cBc

k + waN
k)va - βwcBc

k,

from which
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λ(Bc

kuc+aNk)=(φacBc

k+tvaN
k)va-βwcBc

k,

by virtue of (7), and consequently

(15) λua=φc

avc-βwa

and

(16) λa=wav
a.

Considering the lengths of uh and vh and the inner product of uh and vh, we
have

(17) l-λ2=uau"+a2,

(18) 1-Λ2=

(19) 0=:

Summing up, we have

aua+βva=-φc

awc

φc

aUe=-

(20)

λa = WaV", λβ=— WaUa,

§ 3. Invariant hypersurf aces of M with (f, g, u, v, Λ)-structure.

We now assume that the hypersurf ace i(V) is invariant, that is, the tangent
hyperplane of i(V) is invariant by the linear transformation /Λ Then we have

that is,

(22) wb=0.

Thus (20) becomes
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(23)

aua+βva=Q,

a*+β*=l,

φc

aVc=

vav
a=l-β2-λ2,

From equation (7), (8) and

aua+βva=Q, α2+/32=l,

we find

Nh=auh+βvh.

Thus we have

THEOREM 1. The normal to an invariant hyper surf ace i(V) of M with
(fy Q, u, v, ^-structure is in the plane spanned by two vector fields uh and vh.

Since α2+/32=l, at least one of a and β is different from zero and consequently,
from Λα=0, Λβ=0, we have Λ=0 and consequently (23) becomes

(24)

Now we put

and

Then, Va and Vβ are both open in i(V) and Va\JVβ=i(V), because of the fact
that α2+/32=l.

In Va, from aua+βva=Q, we have

aua+βva=Q,

v uau
a=l—a2, vav

a=l—β2, uav
a=—aβ.
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and consequently

(25)

~~c?

by virtue of a2+β2=l. Thus, putting

(26) y^J^
Oί

we have

and

(28) ?α(V(ar>=l»

by virtue of UaUa+vav
a=2—(α2+/32)=l, where

We also have in Va

In the same way, in Vβ, we put

1

Then, the equations similar to (27), (28) and (29) are valid for ηbw in Vβ.
On the other hand, in VΛ Π F ,̂ we have

a

which shows that if we define a 1-form η by

ηb

mdyb in

η^dy* in

then η is well defined on i(V).
Thus, from (24), (27), (28) and (29), we find
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(30)

where ηa is the components of the 1-form η and y/>=ηag
ab.

From

we find, by transvection with

δ* = Qcb — UcUb — VcVb,

from which

ψfBJφtfB/gts = Qcb — UcUb — VcVb

by virtue of (21), and consequently

(31) φceφbdged = Qcb — Ύ)cηι>

by virtue of (27). Thus we have proved

THEOREM 2. An invariant hypersurface of a manifold with (/, gr, u, v, ^struc-
ture admits an almost contact metric structure.

§ 4. Invariant hypersurf aces of M with normal (f, g, u, ι?, >ί)-structure.

We now assume that the (/, g, u, υ, /l)-structure of M is normal, that is,

(32) Sji

h=Njih+(ΓJ ui~Γίuj)uh4-(f'jVt-ΓiVj)vh=^

It will be easily verified that, for an invariant hypersurface i(V)> we have

(33) NjihB9W=n^Ba

h

9

where ncb

a is the Nijenhuis tensor formed with φb

a:

(34) HCb
a = <pc

ePe<pba-<pbePe<pca

On the other hand, we have

by virtue of

and consequently
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(35) (^i-F^O£cW^=(^

Similarly, we have

(36) (VjVi - Fivj)BjBb

ίvh = (Γcvb - V^v^B^ + β(Pcvb -

Thus, from (32), (35) and (36), we have

{Hcb

a + (Fc^δ - VbUc)ua + (PcVb - P

+ {a(Fcub-Γbuc)+β(Pcvb-Pbvc)}Nrι==Q,

from which

(37) ncb

a+(Pcub-PbUc)ua+(Pcvb-Pbvc)va=Q

and

(38) a(Vcub - Fbuc) + β(Fcvb - Pbvc) = 0.

Since we have easily

Ub = —βηb, Vb—aηb,

we get

PcVb - FbVc=a(Pcηb - Vbηc) + (Vcoί)ηb -

from which

(39) ( Fcub - Pbuc)ua + (Fcvb -

by virtue of a*+β*=l. Thus, (37) gives

(40) Wcδ

α+(Γc^

Thus we have

THEOREM 3. An invariant hypersurface of a manifold with normal (/, g, u, v,
structure admits a normal almost contact metric structure.

We now assume that the normal (/, g, u, v, Λ)-structure satisfies

(41) Vfli-Vffij

Transvecting (41) with Bc

jBb\ we find

or
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or

(42) FcVb-FbVc=2φCb

by virtue of

Vc Bj = Γ6 J5C* and />,£»* = ψb

eBej,

where

In [2], we have proved Theorem C, that is, let M be a manifold with normal
(f> Q, u, v, ^-structure satifying (41), then we have

(43)

Transvecting (43) with Bc

jBb

%Ba

h and taking account of (21), we find

or

or

^
by virtue of

and equations of Gauss, or again

(44) φfVaφeb — φbePaφec = Uc

by virtue of aue+βve=Q.
From (43) we find
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or

(45)

=

Substituting

uc=—βηc, Vc=

into the right hand member of (45), we have

a

or

(46)

by virtue of a2+β*=l.

On the other hand, using (38) and (42), we find

from which

(47)

because of (39) and (42).
Substituting

into (47), we have

(48)

because of α2+^2=l.
This shows that a does not vanish everywhere on i(V). Thus, from (46) and

(48), we have

(49) 2a(Paφc

e)φeι, =

from which

(50) Fβ

because a never vanishes on f(F).
Consequently we have
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(51)

by virtue of (48).
Substituting (50) into (49), we find

(52)

Transforming (52) with φd

b and taking account of

φebψdb = Qed ~ ?

we find

or

by virtue of φc

eηe=Q
Substituting (51) into the last equation, we have

Oί Ϋaψcd + φaeψceηd = f]c(Qad ~ ηaηd)

or

(53) a Ϋaψcd = ηcQad — ηdQac

by virtue of φaeφce=gac—ηaηc

Now we prove the

LEMMA. In an invariant hypersurface of a manifold with normal (/, g, u, v, λ)-
structure satisfying Vfii— l7iVj=2fjίy a is constant.

Va=aηa

Proof. Substituting

into (42), we find

from which

(54)

because of (48).
Transvecting (54) with tf and making use of ηbrf=\, we have

from which
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or

Transvecting the last equation with φdc, we have

,=0.

Thus, Ψca being zero, a is constant. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Since a is constant, we get

2φba = db(aηa) — da(ai]b)

This equation, together with the first two equations of (30), shows that

because a never vanishes on i(V).
Consequently we have

Thus η is a contact form on i(V).
On the other hand, substituting (53) into

δ

α)-p6

β(^

we have

Since, a is a non-zero valued function on i(V\ we have

Scb

a=0.

Thus, we have proved

THEOREM 4. An invariant hyper surf ace of a manifold with normal (/, g, u, v, λ)-
structure satisfying

PjVi-PiV^fjt

is a Sasakian manifold.
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